Buy iPhones from USA
& China to Ghana
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PLEASE SUBSCRIBE

Used and New iPhone Business
USA Market
1.Offer-up – secure platform to buy slightly used iPhone
2.Craigslist - Not quite secured, too many frauds, caution the audience to be
careful
3.Ebay.com - Bidding platform to buy used iPhone. Very secured
4.Facebook marketplace - buying used iPhone from local people. We
negotiate and meet them face to face to buy.
5.Apple.com = very expensive, mostly no reductions (both refurbished and
New

Caution: iPhones are not cheap, and the profit margin is not that huge. That
is why you have to contact trust people like Tiyac Group to help you bargain.
The only way to make money is by selling more phones

Difference between Used Vs Refurbished Vs New iPhone
Used iPhone – It means the phones has been slightly used by someone.
Sometimes minor dents or scratches or not at all.
Advantage:
1.Slightly cheap in value as sometimes people need urgent money
2.Good working phone for good price
Disadvantages:
1.Sometimes the battery is not 100% anymore. Used iPhone usually start
from 80%- 95% battery life (this is not a big deal but let the audience know)
2.Might not come in boxes or no accessories (sometimes)

Refurbished – It means the phone has been repaired to function well.
Either the screen or, battery, or camera, or an issue has been fixed or replaced.
Advantage:
1. Slightly or cheaper in value
2. Good working phone for good price

3. If battery was replaced, you might be lucky to have 100% working
battery
4. Can sometimes come in boxes clean
Disadvantages:
1. Sometimes the battery is not 100% anymore. Used iPhone usually start
from 80%- 95% battery life (this is not a big deal but let the audience know)
2. The internal issue that was fixed can repeat again after a long period of
time (the chances are slim though)
New iPhone – It means the is new or just open in boxes and never used.
Advantage:
1. New phone
2. Mostly 100% battery
3. All accessories included
Disadvantages:
1. Very EXPENSIVE as people like to get maximum value
2. Re-selling for profit might difficult.
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China Market
iPhones are assembled in China; therefore, they are abundant in the China
market but due to brand protection laws, they are mostly not advertised.
Mostly available in the China local market. TIYAC Logistics has the local
connection to supply iPhones at wholesale prices from China.

Sample iphone Wholesale Prices Only:
Iphone 6 64gb

= 860 Ghc

Iphone 6plus 64gb

= 900 Ghc

Iphone 6plus 128gb

= 950 Ghc

Iphone 7 32gb

= 1,050 Ghc

Iphone 7 Plus 128gb

= 1,350 Ghc

Contact Tiyac For Wholesale Deals

+1 (984) 245-5035
Iphone 8 plus 256gb

= 2,250 Ghc

Iphone X 256gb

= 2,350 Ghc

Iphone 11 128gb

= 3,950 Ghc

Iphone 11 Pro 256gb

= 4,650 Ghc

Madina - Accra

Shipping Companies
Air Shipping : 10 - 15 days
Sea Shipping: 40 - 50 days

aquantuo.com
+233 50 163 4195

support@aquantuo.com
5 Tulip Link, Nii Okaiman West

Super Cargo
YIWU & GUANGZHOU WAREHOUSE
TEMA COMMUNITY 11

+233 201 716 666
$ 360 PER 1 CBM (CUBIC METER)

+1 (984) 245-5035
tiyaclogistics@gmail.com
@tiyaclogistics
Madina - Accra

Tools & Links
USA Market

Offerup.com
ebay.com
Apple.com
Craigslist
Facebook Marketplace

Payment

Paypal
Momo
Visa / Master Card
Local Bank Account

Freight Forwarder
Aquantuo.com
Tiyac Group
Myus.com

China Market
alibaba.com
Tiyac Group

Thanks for listening!
CONTACT US
FOFOOFOTV
FOFOOFOTV@GMAIL.COM
FOFOOFOTV
AFROARTCLUB.COM
(+233) 54 026 6839

